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“This bill, in enshrining protections against abuse and discrimination on the basis of 
sexual orientation and gender identity, advances the promise of the universality of 
rights. These are not claims to “new rights” or to “special rights”, but rather extend 
protections for human dignity to include the most vulnerable groups in society, and to 
publicize and prevent the least visible and most easily concealed violations”.  
 

Senator Ramon Revilla, Jr., author of Senate Bill 1738 

AI Philippines LGBT Coordinator, Dax de Castro and supporters at a rally on 9 August 2006 in Metro Manila to 
encourage the passage of the anti-discrimination legislation. © LAGABLAB 
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1. Campaign background 
 
AI’s regional project 
This document is one of the first in Amnesty International’s regional campaign to address the 
human rights of the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender communities (LGBT) in Asia-
Pacific. In its draft action plan to the 27th International Council Meeting (Circular 48, LGBT 
Rights are Human Rights: Integrating LGBT rights into AI’s human rights strategy for 2006-
08, ACT 79/002/2005) Amnesty International forecasted its work on LGBT rights for the 
second operational plan (OP2).  The Asia-Pacific Program at the International Secretariat 
answered this call from the movement by introducing a regional project and strategy on 
LGBT rights in the region, as a means to: 
 

1. Use the unique opportunity to look at LGBT rights from a regional perspective and 
inform the Asia-Pacific Program's work and the broader AI work on LGBT rights; 

 
2. Gather and monitor information about regional, sub-regional and country-based 

LGBT violations, activism and the issues faced by LGBT persons in the Asia-Pacific 
region; 

 
3. Pursue opportunities for Amnesty International to add to the ongoing work of 

activists and networks in the region; 
  

4. Show Amnesty International’s commitment that LGBT rights are human rights, 
including in the Asia-Pacific region; and 

 
5. Give specific attention to the inclusion of women and transgender communities. 

 
Although it will officially begin in 2007, work on the project has been ongoing since October 
2005. A consultation on the regional strategy is currently underway. 
 

AI’s work on discrimination of LGBT communities in the Philippines 
STOP DISCRIMINATION NOW! is an ongoing campaign 
by the Lesbian and Gay Legislative Advocacy Network 
Philippines (LAGABLAB-Pilipinas) and Amnesty 
International, Philippines to push for the elimination of 
discrimination against the LGBT community in the 
Philippines through the enactment of anti-discrimination 
legislation.  
 
Established in 1999, LAGABLAB, the Lesbian and Gay 
Legislative Advocacy Network, is a broad network of lesbian, 
gay, bisexual and transgender organizations and allies 
working primarily through legislative lobbying towards 
achieving a society free from all forms of discrimination, 

particularly those based on gender and sexual orientation. 
 
LAGABLAB was featured in the April issue of the Wire, Trailblazing activism across the 
Philippines (NWS 21/003/2006). 
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The Anti-Discrimination Legislation 
The LGBT community in the Philippines encounters discrimination within schools, 
employment, public establishments and their own families. LAGABLAB and partner 
organizations have recorded several cases: 
 

� In a case submitted to the Philippine National Human Rights Commission, Ms. Inday 
Garutay was in Aruba Restaurant in Metro Manila on 4 July 2006 at around 6:30 pm 
with her boyfriend. The restaurant’s manager asked Ms. Garutay to leave the 
restaurant allegedly since the restaurant’s dress code prohibited cross-dressing, 
transsexuals and transgender persons from entering the establishment. 

 
� A court case filed in November 2005 by a gay man claims his employment contract 

was not renewed because he and his partner exchanged symbolic wedding vows. 
 

� “Masculinity tests” or other arbitrary tests have been used to separate possible LGBT 
students during the admissions process to some schools. There are reports of lesbian 
students being dismissed after school officials discovered their sexuality. 

 
Everyone, regardless of their sexual orientation or 
gender identity or expression, is guaranteed the fullest 
enjoyment of their civil, political, social, economic 
and cultural rights under international law. Lesbian, 
gay, bisexual and transgender individuals, like all 
other persons, are entitled to equality before the law. 
The U.N. Human Rights Committee has urged states 
not only to repeal laws criminalizing same-sex sexual 
conduct but also to enshrine the prohibition of 
discrimination based on sexual orientation into their 
constitutions or other fundamental laws.  
 
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, part of 
international customary law, prohibits discrimination 
without distinction, including sex under Article 2. The 
Government of the Philippines has also ratified several 
international treaties, including the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),1 the International Covenant on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)2 and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), 3  further clarifying the protections from 
discrimination based on sexual orientation. 
 
The legislation to prohibit discrimination against the LGBT community in the Philippines 
provides further clarification on Article 2, Section 11 and 14 of the 1987 Constitution of the 
Philippines which guarantees every human person the full respect for human rights and 
ensures equality before law of women and men.  
 

                                                      
1 In the landmark Toonen v Australia case, the UN Human Rights Committee took the view that the reference to 
discrimination based on "sex" in the ICCPR, Articles 2 and 26, includes sexual orientation. 
2 The ICESCR holds that sexual abuse rights like the right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental 
health.  
3 Amnesty International includes transgender women in the definition of women, therefore providing them 
protection under CEDAW. 

“Although the Philippine constitution 
guarantees equal protection for all citizens 
and the country is a signatory to several other 
international human rights conventions, the 
present laws are still insufficient to address 
discrimination on the basis of sexual 
orientation and gender identity. Affirming 
LGBT rights as human rights through the 
passage of the Anti-Discrimination Bill, does 
not mean claiming new or “special” rights. It 
means demanding that everyone, regardless 
of sexual orientation or gender identity, is 
guaranteed the fullest enjoyment of their 
civil, political, social, economic and cultural 
rights.” 
 
Dax de Castro, AI Philippines, as read and 
submitted to the Senate Committee on Labor 
and Employment on 9 August 2006. 
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Among its provisions to prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity, 
the legislation would make it unlawful for any person, group, institution or establishment to: 
 

•  Deny access to public service, including military service; 
 

•  Include sexual orientation and gender identity in the criteria for hiring, promotion and 
dismissal of workers; 

 
•  Refuse admission or expel a person from educational institutions; 

 
•  Refuse or revoke the accreditation, formal recognition, and/or registration of any 

organization, group, institution or establishment, in educational institutions, 
workplaces, communities, and similar settings; 

 
•  Deny a person access to medical and other health services; and 

 
•  Deny access to or the use of an establishment, facilities, utilities or service, open to 

the general public.  
 
The legislation would also prohibit: 
 

•  Harassment by members of institutions involved in the enforcement of law and the 
protection of rights. 

 
There are actually three similar versions addressing discrimination against the LGBT 
community which have been introduced in the Senate. While LAGABLAB supports each, the 
organization, AI Philippines and others developed Senate Bill 1738 into what they believe is a 
more comprehensive bill. The three bills were referred to the Senate Committee on Labor, 
Employment, and Human Resources Development in early August. Representatives from 
LAGABLAB and AI Philippines were among four who testified in support.  
 
In the House of Representatives, House Bill 634, authored by AKBAYAN party 
Representatives Loretta Ann Rosales, Mayong Aguja, and Risa Hontiveros, has already been 
passed by the House of Representatives Committee on Civil, Political, and Human Rights. 
However, the new chair of this committee is seemingly against the bill and may hamper its 
movement. House Bill 634 and Senate Bill 1738 are identical. 
 
Before proposed legislation can become law, it must be read (discussed) three times.  If the 
respective committees and then the full memberships of both the Senate and the House of 
Representatives approve similar versions of the legislation, then a conference committee will 
meet to work out details between the two before the approved bill is passed to President 
Arroyo for her signature.  
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2. Letter writing 
 

Suggestions for all letters: 

•  Welcome the introduction of anti-discrimination legislation in the Philippines as an 
important measure to address and prevent discrimination against lesbian, gay, 
bisexual and transgender community in the Philippines in line with international 
human rights standards;  

•  Establishing legal protections against abuse and discrimination on the basis of sexual 
orientation or gender identity, the anti-discrimination legislation currently moving 
through Congress in the Philippines advances the promise of universality of human 
rights; 

•  These are not “new rights” or “special rights” but further clarify the protections 
provided for under the Philippine Constitution as well as the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights.  The Philippines has also ratified several international treaties, 
including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International 
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, further clarifying the 
Government’s obligations to prohibit and prevent discrimination based on sexual 
orientation. 

Specifically for the Senate: 
•  The Committee on Labor, Employment, and Human Resources Development should 

deliberate and pass Senate Bill 1738 as soon as possible; 

•  The full Senate should commit itself to the immediate approval of Senate Bill 1738.  

Specifically for the House of Representatives: 
•  The House Committee on Rules must immediately deliberate on House Bill 634 and 

pass it as soon as possible; 

•  The full House of Representatives should approve House Bill 634 as it did during the 
previous session of Congress (the 12th Congress).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ging Cristobal, Lesbian Advocates, Philippines (LeAP!); Jonas Bagas, LAGABLAB; Christopher Borja (aka Inday 
Garutay); and Dax de Castro, AI Philippines LGBT Coordinator, testify in front of the Philippine Senate Committee 
on Labor and Employment on 9 August 2006 in support of the anti-discrimination legislation. © LAGABLAB 
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3. Addresses 
 

Senate House of Representatives Notify LAGABLAB when 
you send a letter 

Senator Manuel Villar, Jr.  
Senate President 
Room 602, GSIS Building, 
Financial Center, 
Roxas Boulevard, Pasay City 
Philippines 
Fax: (+632) 552-6734 
 
mb_villar@yahoo.com 
www.mannyvillar.com.ph 
 

Representative  
Jose de Venecia 
Speaker of the House 
Room MB-2,  
House of Representatives, 
Quezon City, Philippines  
Fax: (+632) 951-1019 
 
devenecia@pldtdsl.net 
 

With copies to… With copies to… 
Senator Jinggoy Ejercito Estrada 
5th Floor Room  
526 GSIS Building 
Financial Center,  
Roxas Boulevard, Pasay City 
Philippines 
 
 
senjinggoyestrada@senate.gov.ph 
 

Representative  
Prospero Nograles 
House of Representatives 
Room S-404,   
House of Representatives 
Quezon City, Philippines 
Fax (+632) 931-6523 
 
congress_nogie@yahoo.com 
 

LAGABLAB 
c/o AI Philippines  
#17-B Kasing-kasing Street 
Corner, K-8th Street, 
Kamias, Quezon City, 
Philippines 
 
 
lagablab@yahoo.com 
http://lagablab.wordpress.com 
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4. Additional Resources 
 
Government: Government of the Philippines: 

http://www.gov.ph 
  
Philippine Senate:  
http://www.senate.gov.ph   
 
Philippine House of Representatives:   
http://www.house.gov.ph 

 
 
Philippine NGOs: LAGABLAB: http://lagablab.wordpress.com 

 
AI Philippines: www.amnesty.org.ph 

 
 
Photos:  Check out ADAM for several photos of LGBT activism in the 

Philippines. 
 

AI documents: The Human Rights of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender 
People: A primer to working with the United Nations Treaty 
Monitoring Bodies and the Special Procedures of the United Nations 
Commission on Human Rights (IOR 40/004/2005) 
 
Human Rights and Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity  
(ACT 79/001/2004) 
 
Crimes of hate, conspiracy of silence: Torture and ill-treatment 
based on sexual identity (ACT 40/016/2001) 
 
 

� Please send copies of responses received and any other relevant 
information to Dolors Vila, (dvila@amnesty.org), Ryan Schlief 
(rschlief@amnesty.org) and Mark Allison (mallison@amnesty.org) at the 
International Secretariat. 

 
 

 


